The Office of Research is encouraging all researchers to claim their profile within the Pivot system and add to the existing information. Pivot will harvest information from webpages and databases to build the initial profiles, then each user should provide additional information.

What is Pivot?
Pivot (pivot.proquest.com) provides Research Administrators, Research Development Professionals, and individual faculty members the edge—by bringing together the right research opportunities, funding, and people—quickly and easily. It provides global and local connections that strengthen research by exploring new avenues for funding and collaboration—for faculty, staff researchers, and graduate students.

Updated daily, with this tool researchers, faculty and research administrators gain a competitive edge when identifying funding opportunities. With Pivot, connecting the right opportunities with the right people is routine.

Want to get started now? Create a Pivot account and claim your profile.

What is in a Pivot Profile?
There is an Overview section with:
  - **Links** - The content of these webpages are used for Funding Advisor, scholar search results, and our automated linking of publications and grants.
  - **ORCID** - Open Researcher and Contributor ID (ORCID) is an open, non-profit, community-driven effort to create and maintain a registry of unique researcher identifiers and a transparent method of linking research activities and outputs to these identifiers.
  - **ISNI** - The International Standard Name Identifier (ISNI) is an ISO Standard developed as a global identification system of public identities across all fields of creative activity.
  - **Expertise** - Allows user to identify their primary research interests in their own words.
  - **Affiliations** - Membership within Organizations complimentary to one’s research
  - **Education** - Degree(s) and fields of study
  - **Keywords** - a custom taxonomy of terms for each user that allows very granular descriptors that will appear with search results.
  - **Languages** - speak/read/write
  - **Associations** - association or society memberships
  - **Honors** - Honors received with their title, organization and time period.

There is a Publication section that accepts entries for Journal Articles, Books, Chapters, Conference Proceedings or Dissertations. Publications must be linkable.

There is a Grants section that accepts entries for the specifics associated with sponsored awards and their details.

There is a Patents section that accepts details for specific Patent Numbers.

Now you know what to share on Pivot, so go update your profile and find your next opportunity.